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Glucose Control in the ICU — How Tight Is Too Tight?
Silvio E. Inzucchi, M.D., and Mark D. Siegel, M.D.
For the past decade, hospitals have focused on
the inpatient management of hyperglycemia, particularly in the intensive care unit (ICU). Extensive
observational data have shown a consistent, almost linear relationship between blood glucose
levels in hospitalized patients and adverse clinical
outcomes, even in patients without established
diabetes.1 It has never been entirely clear, however,
whether glycemia serves as a mediator of these
outcomes or merely as a marker of the sickest patients, who present with the well-known counterregulatory stress response to illness. Several early
studies suggested a clinical benefit from strict glucose control during critical care but were weakened
by a retrospective design or other methodologic
concerns.2 In the Journal in 2001, in a study from
a single center in Leuven, Belgium, Van den Berghe
et al.3 reported a dramatic 42% relative reduction
in mortality in the surgical ICU when blood glucose was normalized to 80 to 110 mg per deciliter (4.4 to 6.1 mmol per liter) by means of insulin infusion in a prospective, randomized fashion
(Table 1). Five years later, the same investigators
reported findings from their medical ICU, revealing no mortality benefit from intensive glucose
control, except in a subgroup requiring critical care
for 3 or more days.4
Predominantly on the basis of the first of these
two trials, many hospitals identified an opportunity to improve the quality of care and sought to
institute intensive glucose control measures. Key
stakeholders were identified, protocols and algorithms created, working groups appointed, educational programs developed, and consensus conferences held.8 Professional organizations joined
in this new, apparent mandate to reduce glucose
levels not just in the critically ill, but in all hospitalized patients.8 Even the Joint Commission of1346
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fered commendation to hospitals demonstrating
success in certain process-performance measures
involving the care of inpatients with diabetes.9
Recently, two multicenter studies called into
question the Leuven findings.5,6 Both reported unacceptably high rates of hypoglycemia, and one
trial was prematurely terminated for this reason.6
By this time, an increasingly vocal chorus of critics
had emerged, raising concerns about how stringent glucose targets actually needed to be.10 Two
meta-analyses on the subject reached disparate
conclusions.11,12
Into this controversy comes the multinational
Normoglycemia in Intensive Care Evaluation–
Survival Using Glucose Algorithm Regulation
(NICE-SUGAR) trial (ClinicalTrials.gov number,
NCT00220987), reported on in this issue of the
Journal.7 Intensive and conventional glycemic control were compared in a randomized, unblinded
fashion in 6104 patients in the ICU, involving the
use of intravenous insulin to achieve a blood glucose level of 81 to 108 mg per deciliter (4.5 to
6.0 mmol per liter) or a level of 144 to 180 mg per
deciliter (8.0 to 10.0 mmol per liter), respectively.
The two treatment groups showed good glycemic
separation, with a mean absolute difference of
29 mg per deciliter in overall blood glucose levels
(not as widely separated as in the Leuven studies
[47 mg per deciliter]).13 The results of NICE-SUGAR
contrast starkly with those of preceding trials,
with an absolute increase in the rate of the primary end point, death at 90 days, with intensive
glucose control (27.5%, vs. 24.9% with conventional control; odds ratio, 1.14; P = 0.02). Not surprisingly, severe hypoglycemia occurred in more
patients in the intensive-control group than in
the conventional-control group (6.8% vs. 0.5%,
P<0.001).
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* To convert the values for blood glucose to millimoles per liter, multiply by 0.05551. ICU denotes intensive care unit.
† ClinicalTrials.gov numbers are NCT00115479 for the Leuven 2 study, NCT00135473 for the Efficacy of Volume Substitution and Insulin Therapy in Severe Sepsis (VISEP) study,
NCT00107601 for the Glucontrol study, and NCT00220987 for the Normoglycemia in Intensive Care Evaluation–Survival Using Glucose Algorithm Regulation (NICE-SUGAR) study.
The Leuven 1 study was not registered.
‡ The achieved blood glucose levels reported are the mean morning levels, except for those for the Glucontrol study, which are mean overall blood glucose levels.
§ The patients in the VISEP study were patients with sepsis. Although the odds ratio was not reported, it was reported that the two groups did not differ significantly in the rate of death
at 28 days (P = 0.74).
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Table 1. Summary Data from Randomized Clinical Trials of Intensive Insulin Therapy in Critically Ill Patients.*

The strengths of the NICE-SUGAR trial include
its large, multicenter framework, robust statistical analysis, use of a uniform and validated insulin
protocol applied consistently across sites with resultant low rates of hypoglycemia, the broad and
probably representative spectrum of critically ill
patients, and use of a precise and clinically meaningful primary outcome — death — that is resistant to the vagaries of adjudication. The trial’s
weaknesses include its understandably open-label
design and a small imbalance between groups
with respect to receipt of corticosteroid therapy.
In addition, 10% of patients randomly assigned to
undergo intensive glucose control had study treatment discontinued prematurely. Because they were
analyzed in the customary intention-to-treat fashion, the extent to which these patients, essentially
crossovers, contributed to the difference in mortality between the two groups is as yet unclear.
An additional unexplained and somewhat puzzling
aspect of the results of the NICE-SUGAR study is
the lack of any significant differences in the lengths
of stay in the ICU or hospital or in organ-dysfunction rates between the two groups, despite the
higher mortality in the intensive-control group.
The many differences between the Leuven
trials3,4 and the NICE-SUGAR trial may begin to
explain their divergent conclusions. In contrast to
the current multinational study, the Belgian investigations were performed from a single center,
raising the possibility that local features of that
population of patients or the approach to care
might have influenced outcomes in ways that
could not be replicated elsewhere. For example,
parenteral hyperalimentation was the rule in
Leuven, whereas enteral nutrition predominated
in the NICE-SUGAR study. Perhaps more importantly, the Belgian studies compared intensive
glycemic management to standard management
at the time — reduction of glucose level only if
the level is markedly elevated (>215 mg per deciliter [11.9 mmol per liter]). In contrast, the glucose level in the conventional-control group of
the NICE-SUGAR trial was targeted at only a
mildly elevated range — 144 to 180 mg per deciliter — and more than two thirds of these patients still received intravenous insulin to accomplish this goal.
Accepting these differences, how might we explain the surprising finding of a possible risk of
death from intensive insulin therapy? Could insulin itself have direct deleterious effects (sym-
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pathetic activation, sodium retention, or mitogenic
actions)? Was the increased mortality simply related to hypoglycemia and resultant neuroglycopenia, which is difficult to detect in patients who
are intubated and sedated? Did the well-recognized complexities of intensive management of
glucose distract from other, ostensibly more important management practices in the ICU? Is stress
hyperglycemia the body’s proper response to illness, an attempt to shunt energy from temporarily unessential skeletal muscle to critical organs?
Do all measured biologic perturbations due to illness require medical correction? For example, attempts to rectify elevated blood carbon dioxide
levels in patients with certain forms of respiratory failure may actually increase the risk of adverse outcomes. This realization led to the nowwidely-adopted therapeutic concept of permissive
hypercapnia.14
The answer to these important questions must
await post hoc analyses that the NICE-SUGAR
study investigators are now obliged to conduct.
Further exploration of the precise causes of death
in the patients may be helpful. A per-protocol
analysis (vs. intention-to-treat analysis) would be
of great interest. Data inquiries stratified according to the development of hypoglycemia, duration
of euglycemia, mean insulin dose received, and
length of stay in the ICU may shed further light
on the provocative results of the NICE-SUGAR
study. Moreover, which subgroups of patients, if
any, might still benefit from the more stringent
levels of glycemic control will most likely require
further study.
Clinicians, particularly those involved in critical
care, are now left in something of a quandary. At
many institutions, an infrastructure has emerged
that facilitates the automatic and seamless use
of insulin infusion in patients in the ICU. Should
these efforts now be abandoned? Until further evidence becomes available, it would seem reasonable to continue our attempts to optimize the
management of blood glucose in our hospitalized
patients, especially to avert the extremes of hyperglycemia (which have acute effects on renal function, hemodynamics, and immune defenses) and
also hypoglycemia (with its own, often more immediate and serious, consequences).
In retrospect, it may turn out that we have been
overly enthusiastic in our attempts to attain euglycemia during critical care. (Similar and wellintentioned exuberance for rigid glucose targets
1348
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in outpatient care was challenged this past summer by the jarring results from the Action to Control Cardiovascular Risk in Diabetes [ACCORD]
trial [NCT00000620].15) However, we would caution against any overreaction to the NICE-SUGAR
findings. As noted, many hospitals have implemented refined insulin-infusion protocols and are
achieving exemplary glucose control and clinical
outcomes in their ICUs. The NICE-SUGAR study
simply tells us that in cohorts of patients such as
those studied, there is no additional benefit from
the lowering of blood glucose levels below the
range of approximately 140 to 180 mg per deciliter; indeed, for unclear reasons, there may be
some risk that remains to be elucidated. Notwithstanding, it would be a disservice to our critically ill patients to infer from the NICE-SUGAR
data that neglectful glycemic control involving
haphazard therapeutic approaches (e.g., use of
insulin “sliding scales”) — all too common a
decade ago — is again acceptable practice in
our ICUs.
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